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 [R18] Come Play the Game for Free![web] The Friends of Lifeline: A Kind of Friends The Friends of Lifeline: A Kind of
Friends is a novel about sisters who become friends. They are childhood friends, are inseparable since they were little, but never
really fall in love with each other. The protagonist seems to be on the look-out for someone new and eventually she meets a girl

who she becomes friends with. She's not at all compatible, but they manage to find themselves mutually happy and
content.Publisher: ACMS Bunny's Love - Volume 6[web] This is the 6th volume of the 'Bunny's Love' manga. Bunny is a

streetlamp which allows one to see the moon, and she has been the object of affection of many men. One day, a man looks at
her and is shocked. He has fallen in love with Bunny, and wants to have an official relationship with her. However, he's unable
to, because he has fallen in love with another Bunny.Publisher: Aquusu Bunny's Love - Volume 2[web] This is the 2nd volume
of the 'Bunny's Love' manga. Bunny is a streetlamp which allows one to see the moon, and she has been the object of affection

of many men. One day, a man looks at her and is shocked. He has fallen in love with Bunny, and wants to have an official
relationship with her. However, he's unable to, because he has fallen in love with another Bunny.Publisher: Aquusu Bunny's

Love - Volume 7[web] This is the 7th volume of the 'Bunny's Love' manga. Bunny is a streetlamp which allows one to see the
moon, and she has been the object of affection of many men. One day, a man looks at her and is shocked. He has fallen in love

with Bunny, and wants to have an official relationship with her. However, he's unable to, because he has fallen in love with
another Bunny.Publisher: Aquusu Bunny's Love - Volume 3[web] This is the 3rd volume of the 'Bunny's Love' manga. Bunny is

a streetlamp which allows one to see the moon 82157476af
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